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availability may, therefore, limit BECCS

potential. Through a protein transition—

replacing animal-source foods—

countries can unlock sustainable

biomass production by freeing up vast

land and water resources. This way, they
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removal potentials via BECCS.
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SCIENCE FOR SOCIETY To limit global warming at 1.5�C, climate mitigation pathways project the need to
remove 100–1,000 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. Bioenergy with carbon capture
and storage (BECCS) has been themost prominent carbon removal method considered. However, massive
BECCS deployment would likely require cropland expansion to produce the biomass feedstock needed.
Such an expansion may worsen biodiversity due to the loss of natural land and food and water security
due to competition for land and water resources.
A transition from consuming animal-source proteins to alternative (e.g., plant-source) proteins could help un-
lock sustainable biomass production for BECCS. Animal-source foods use resources inefficiently because
animals consume more food than they provide, and feeding the animals requires considerable land and wa-
ter. We show that a protein transition could free up extensive resources for BECCS to achieve substantial
energy and carbon removal potentials.
SUMMARY
Bioenergy with carbon capture and storage (BECCS) can help stabilize the climate by extracting carbon di-
oxide from the atmosphere while producing renewable energy. However, biomass availability would limit the
potential of BECCS, and biomass cropland expansion may threaten biodiversity, food security, and water
supply. Replacing land-intensive foods can help unlock sustainable biomass production. Here, we estimated
BECCS energy and negative emissions using biomass grown on freed-up landwhen replacing animal-source
foods. Biomass production excludes agricultural expansion to protect biodiversity, ensures enough food
supply globally to safeguard food security, and constrains irrigation to secure water for people and ecosys-
tems. Negative emissions consider supply chain emissions and the forgone sequestration from natural
revegetation. Results show that replacing 50% of animal products by 2050 could release enough land
for BECCS to generate 26.4–39.5 EJelec/year, the scale of coal power today, while removing 5.9–9.3
GtCO2e/year from the atmosphere, almost what coal power emits today.
INTRODUCTION the equivalent of several years of today’s greenhouse gas (GHG
Carbon dioxide (CO2) removal (CDR) is widely seen as essential to

cap global warming at 1.5�C.1 Ideally, CDR can help avoid a tem-

perature overshoot by accelerating emission reductions and off-

setting residual emissions inhard-to-abatesectors;asa last resort,

it can help to recover from a temperature overshoot by removing

excessemissions from theatmosphere.2AmongallCDRmethods,

bioenergywith carbon capture and storage (BECCS) has been the

mostprominentalternative inclimatemitigationpathways.1Typical

pathways have projected massive BECCS deployment to remove
)

emissions.3,4 Biomass from residues andwastes can fuel a limited

sustainableBECCSpotential.5MassiveBECCSdeployment, how-

ever, implies massive water and land requirements for additional

biomass supply. Agricultural expansion to produce biomass is

particularly controversial because it may worsen biodiversity due

to the loss of natural land and food and water security due to

competition for land and water resources. The resulting impacts

could outweigh the climate mitigation benefit of BECCS.6–8

A protein transition, the shift in consumption from animal to

alternative protein (AP) sources, could help reduce agricultural
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land use, opening up new opportunities for climate mitigation. By

replacing land-intensive agricultural products, it can help unlock

the potential of BECCS from dedicated crops. More specifically,

reducing demand for animal products can reduce land for feed

and pasture, where biomass crops for BECCS could grow.9

Recent market research shows that APs, from sources such as

plants, microorganisms, and tissue culture, could replace 10%–

30% of animal products by 2030 and 30%–70% by 2050.10–13

Currently, consumers willing to replace animal products are

mainly motivated by health, animal welfare, or environmental rea-

sons.14,15 Within the next decade, APs could reach parity with an-

imal products in taste, texture, and price,10 which may make it

easier for mainstream consumers to replace animal products.

APs that require less land and emit less GHGs than animal prod-

ucts16–18 offer a double dividend to mitigate climate change—

reducing GHG emissions and sparing land where natural or engi-

neered climate solutions could sequester carbon.19–21

Researchers have estimated the spared land from replacing

animal products and the potential to sequester carbon on the

spared land; however, they have usually only considered small

replacement levels. For example, global meat consumption in

the shared socioeconomic pathway (SSP) 1, the SSP with the

lowest demand for animal products, is just slightly lower than

in SSP2 (with �20% lower calorie consumption per capita in

2050), the pathway with middle-of-the-road assumptions.22 In

addition, various studies have evaluated the effect of replacing

large shares of animal products on the climate mitigation poten-

tial of bioenergy and also natural revegetation.9,19,20 They as-

sessed the effects of dietary changes on climate mitigation,

considering a specific target for a partial or complete replace-

ment of animal products. Nonetheless, the uncertain prospects

of animal product replacement and their potential climate impli-

cations call for a more in-depth assessment.

In this study, we estimated the extent of pasture and cropland

that a protein transition could free up. Given the uncertainty of AP

adoption, we analyzed diverse replacement levels of animal

products and highlighted results for a likely adoption range.

Over the released land, we quantified the potential for biomass

production, which BECCS would use as feedstock to produce

energy, capturing and storing the resulting CO2. We present en-

ergy and negative emission potentials for BECCS when produc-

ing three alternative carriers: electricity, hydrogen, and Fischer-

Tropsch (FT) diesel. Negative emission estimates account for

BECCS supply chain emissions and the forgone sequestration

from natural revegetation. BECCS potentials are constrained to

avoid burden shift from climate mitigation to other areas. Previ-

ous studies on large-scale BECCS deployment have found sub-

stantial tradeoffs23 with food production,24 biodiversity,25 and

water use.26,27 In contrast, our assessment ensures enough

food supply globally for every level of animal product replace-

ment by maintaining at least baseline calorie and protein supply.

It also avoids agricultural expansion to protect biodiversity and

constrains irrigation to secure water for other human activities

and environmental flow requirements (EFR). Lastly, we assessed

the local CO2 storage capacity, whichmay constrain BECCS po-

tential in some regions.28 Unlike most BECCS assessments,

which focus on the potential for biomass production,28 we pre-

sent spatially explicit estimates of both biomass production

and geological CO2 storage in highly prospective sites (i.e., sedi-
2 One Earth 7, 1–18, February 16, 2024
mentary basins with high prospects of favorable geology for CO2

storage).

Our findings reveal how a protein transition could provide

countries with vast negative emission energy resources: base-

load electricity to strengthen their electricity mix, or flexible

hydrogen to decarbonize hard-to-abate sectors domestically

or spur economic growth through exports. They also indicate

that countries could store most of the CO2 in highly prospective

storage sites within their borders. Our results represent technical

BECCS potentials. Future research could incorporate various

technoeconomic and sociopolitical factors that may hinder

adoption. Likewise, emerging research on novel APs can further

clarify uncertainties of adoption and impacts.

RESULTS

Methods summary
In our primary scenario,Replace, we evaluated howaprotein tran-

sition can help free up animal agriculture area (pastureland and

feed cropland). Bioenergy crops replace the freed-up areas,

avoiding agricultural expansion, to produce the biomass for

BECCS. Because the mix of different types of APs in the future

is uncertain, Replace follows a simple, conservative approach to

estimate the released land from a protein transition. It targets pas-

tures and three types of feed crops (forages, maize, and barley),

covering over 90% of the projected animal agriculture area in

2050. We assumed that other feed crops we excluded, such as

soybeans, oil crops, and pulses, would more than compensate

for the displaced animal products if reassigned for direct human

consumption, as Hayek et al.19 and Sun et al.20 showed.

To contrast Replace, we present a second scenario: Expand.

Expand exclusively evaluates bioenergy crops expanding over

natural land, excluding areas with the highest conservation value

(see the scenarios in the experimental procedures). Despite the

exclusions, Expand would not represent a sensible solution

because it would further harm biodiversity and Earth system pro-

cesses.8,23,29 We include it only to compare BECCS perfor-

mance through bioenergy crops replacing released animal agri-

culture areas (in Replace) against the commonly assumed case

of bioenergy crops expanding over natural areas (represented

in Expand).

Both scenarios secure water for other anthropogenic uses and

protect the integrity of freshwater ecosystems. To obtain bio-

energy crop yields, we forced the LPJmL model to the SSP2–

2.6 scenario, under four general circulation models (GCMs),

defining irrigation based on the same EFR scheme as in Stenzel

et al.30 (details in the experimental procedures). In short, we cap

grid cells’ daily available water for the irrigation of bioenergy

crops.We prioritize securing water for ecosystems (EFRs, calcu-

lated from a historic period) and future water requirements for

households, industry, and livestock (HIL). Then, irrigated crops,

including bioenergy crops, can use only the water that may

remain after securing EFRs and HIL. If no water for irrigation re-

mains, then crops are assumed to be rainfed only.

We define negative emissions with the same scope as in a

recent study on BECCS potential,5 considering BECCS supply

chain emissions and the forgone sequestration from natural

revegetation (i.e., leaving the released land alone). We did not

consider additional emission reductions from the broader energy
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and food systems (e.g., potential emission reductions from re-

placing fossil fuels or animal products). For BECCS operation,

we considered fertilizer emissions and other supply chain emis-

sions (including CH4). For natural revegetation (the forgone

carbon sequestration), we considered initial carbon stocks and

carbon accumulation in plants (aboveground and belowground,

as in Hanssen et al.5) and soil organic carbon (SOC) changes at

depths up to 200 cm.

We performed a source-sink assessment between bioenergy

crops and highly prospective basins for CO2 storage. Minimizing

distances among bioenergy crops, power plants, and storage

sites would help reduce costs, mitigate supply chain risks, and

maximize negative emissions.31 Thus, beyond evaluating regional

storage potentials, we estimated the optimal basin allocation for

each bioenergy crop in every grid cell to minimize the overall dis-

tance between underground storage sites and bioenergy crops.

Such an allocationwas constrained by the storage capacity of ba-

sins. Their assessment, based on a simple but uniform method at

a global scale, considered more conservative storage assump-

tions than did previously proposed methods32–34 (see the experi-

mental procedures for details).

BECCS potential by AP adoption level
We found that replacing 50% of animal products by 2050 could

release enough agricultural area for BECCS to generate 26.4–

39.5 EJelec/year, the scale of coal power today (35 EJelec/year),
35

with negative emissions of 5.9–9.3 GtCO2e (gigatonnes of CO2

equivalent)/year, almost the current global emissions from coal

power (10 GtCO2e/year).
36 Alternatively, BECCS could produce

251–376 megatonnes (Mt) of H2, approximately half the projected

global hydrogen demand in 2050 (500–800MtH2),
37 with negative

emissions of 5.5–8.7 GtCO2e/year (Figure 1). The lower-range

values represent BECCS potential when bioenergy crops replace

the same share of animal agricultural area in every grid cell, and

the upper-range values when maximizing carbon sequestration

within countries (only Europe as a whole). In other words, when

animal products are not fully replaced, the maximized values are

the result of the optimal location of bioenergy crops and animal

agriculture areas to achieve maximum negative emissions, while

still supplying the pasture and feed crop production required for

animal agriculture within each country. Both range limits secure

enough food supply globally. An APmarket share of 30% (i.e., re-

placing 30% of animal products) could free up enough area

to generate 15.8–29.1 EJelec/year with negative emissions of

3.5–7.2 GtCO2e/year, or produce 150–277 MtH2/year (equivalent

to 18.0–33.3 EJ/year) with negative emissions of 3.3–6.7

GtCO2e/year. For an APmarket share of 70%, BECCS could pro-

duce 36.9–46.5 EJelec/year with negative emissions of 8.2–10.6

GtCO2e/year, or produce 351–442 MtH2/year (equivalent

to 42.1–53.0 EJ/year) with negative emissions of 7.7–9.9

GtCO2e/year (Figure 1). For country results, see Figures S1– S9.

Considering that today’s global electricity production E

is �100 EJ/year,38 a given AP market share could lead to a

BECCS electricity potential in 2050 equivalent to �AP
2 $E (Fig-

ure 1C, lower range values for BECCS electricity).

Potentials at full replacement
Entirely replacing animal products with APs (Replace scenario)

would release over 3,000 Mha of agricultural land by 2050 (we
estimated 3,098 Mha and previous research,19 3,323 Mha),

�3/5 of today’s global agricultural (i.e., cropland and pasture-

land) area. Our analysis focuses on the nine forest and grassland

biomes listed in Table S3, which exclude biomes such as the de-

serts and xeric shrublands, and montane grasslands and shrub-

lands—hence, not considering the total animal agricultural land.

The considered areas add up to 1,947 Mha, 1,672 Mha of which

are pastures and 275 Mha are feed crops. Over these focus

areas, we estimated the carbon storage potential of BECCS

relative to natural revegetation’s. BECCS to electricity and to

hydrogen achieved negative emissions when using biomass

grown on 1,143 Mha (Figure 2A) and 1,124 Mha (including

>95%of the evaluated feed crop areas), and BECCS to FT diesel

on only 714 Mha (Figure 1E). BECCS could achieve negative

emissions when using biomass crops grown at most latitudes

and across forest and grassland biomes (Figure 2). To be more

specific, producing biomass in those areas (and using it for

BECCS) between 2030 and 2100 (60 years on average, consid-

ering linear adoption during the first 20 years) could remove

�700 GtCO2e (�710 producing electricity or �660 hydrogen;

Figure 3A) more than natural revegetation, equivalent to over

20 times the global energy-related CO2 emissions in 2020.

Source-sink potentials
Weproject sizable cumulative negative emission potentials of 158,

125, and97GtCO2e for the largeGHGemitters—theUnitedStates,

Europe, and China—between 2030 and 2100 for an electricity

pathway (Figure S10; Table S1). Most regions could store all of

the CO2 source potential (originally carbon in bioenergy crops) in

highly prospective sedimentary basins (sinks) within their terri-

tories, including Brazil, the United States, Europe, China, and

Russia, which together represent �50% of the global negative

emission potential for electricity and hydrogen routes (Table S1;

Figures S16, S17, and S18). We found that 25% of the carbon in

bioenergy crops would spatially overlap with its optimal sink, and

61%wouldbewithin 300km (considereda reasonably economical

distance by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

[IPCC]39) – with a global average source-sink distance of 249 km

(Figure3E).Countrieswith insufficient storagecapacitymaybenefit

from biomass exports, international storage of CO2, or CO2 utiliza-

tion alternatives.40 TheUnitedStates, Europe, andChina stand out

for their considerable sequestration potential with short source-

sink distances, having 149, 77, and 81GtCO2 of the source carbon

within 300 km from its optimal sink (Figures 3F–3H). FigureS16and

Table S1 show source-sink results for other countries.

Replace versus Expand

Considering the biomass production for BECCS in all areas

where negative emissions were possible in Expand, BECCS

could have a global energy potential of up to 106 EJelec/year

(Figure 4A). However, based on the definition of risk zones by

Heck et al.,23 BECCS global potential in our Expand scenario

would have uncertain to high risks. Although BECCS potential

under Replace is �50% of the energy and negative emissions

of Expand, it could be much safer and still substantial (Fig-

ure 4B). It would entail 53 EJelec/year, equivalent to �90% of

today’s global electricity from coal and gas35; and achieve

�12 GtCO2/year of negative emissions, also �90% of today’s

global emissions from coal and gas electricity.36 High-income
One Earth 7, 1–18, February 16, 2024 3



Figure 1. Global potentials under different levels of AP adoption

(A and B) Negative emissions, (C and D) produced energy, and (E and F) area used. Vertical lines illustrate the plausible range of AP adoption, between 30% and

70%. The ‘‘leafs’’ (colored areas between the solid lines) show the potential between 2 cases for bioenergy to replace animal agriculture land: (1) even

replacement in all areas (solid straight lines) and (2) replacement that maximizes negative emissions within each country, considering only Europe as a whole

(solid curved line). The dashed lines show the replacement that maximizes negative emissions globally. Only negative emissions are optimized; the other graphs

show the resulting ranges for energy generated and area used, and all cases secure sufficient food supply. See also Figures S1–S9.
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and upper-middle-income countries, which may be more

capable of deploying BECCS,41 possess �75% of the negative

emission potential (Figures S11–S13) if countries fully use their

biomass production for BECCS.

Among the three types of land transitions possible in Replace

and Expand, bioenergy crops replacing feed crops achieves

the highest negative emissions per energy produced through
4 One Earth 7, 1–18, February 16, 2024
BECCS (Figure 4C). Nevertheless, replacing pasture and natural

areas can also achieve substantial negative emissions per en-

ergy produced. This means that bioenergy crop yields generate

substantial carbon-removal amounts, which more than compen-

sate for the initial carbon lost due to land use change and

additional forgone carbon storage from natural revegetation

over the 60-year evaluation period. Overall, biomass production



Figure 2. Negative emissions of BECCS replacing animal agriculture

(A) Animal agriculture areas where BECCS electricity could achieve negative emissions.

(B and C) Net carbon removal potential through BECCS and carbon accumulation through natural revegetation by 2100 on released animal agriculture areas.

Natural revegetation includes aboveground and belowground plant carbon, plus the difference in SOC (SOC in natural areas minus SOC in bioenergy crops).

BECCS potential shows net CO2 sequestration after subtracting supply chain emissions for electricity production. Shaded areas represent a 95% confidence

interval using 4 climate models to estimate bioenergy yields and 7 global maps to estimate natural revegetation stocks. The evaluation period is 2030–2100, with

20 years of ramp-up time (see Figure 5A).
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in grassland biomes results in higher negative emissions per unit

of energy produced through BECCS than using biomass pro-

duced in forests biomes (Figure 4C).

Fully using the biomass potential on all of the pasture, crop-

land, and natural areas considered (Figure 5A) could have sub-

stantial energy potentials through BECCS for the three energy

carrier routes (Figure 5B). Negative emissions could also be sub-

stantial for the electricity and hydrogen routes but limited for the

FT diesel route (Figure 5C), mainly due to the difference in CO2

capture rates (90% for electricity and hydrogen versus 52% for

FT diesel). Although the FT diesel route has a high energy poten-

tial (Figure 5B) from its superior biomass-to-energy conversion

efficiency, its climate mitigation potential would be even more

limited if emissions during the use phase were considered. Un-

like electricity and hydrogen, FT diesel results in additional emis-

sions during use.

All three BECCS routes can globally achieve negative emis-

sions in the long term. However, in some cases, they may

entail large initial excess emissions and long breakeven times

to start generating net negative emissions (Figures 5C and 5D).

Carbon loss in plants and soils drives initial excess emissions

when transitioning from the initial land use to bioenergy crops.

Using all of the released feed crop areas for producing BECCS

feedstock would lead to cumulative negative emissions of

238 and 225 GtCO2 for electricity and hydrogen by 2100,

with very low (0.19 GtCO2) initial excess emissions and

<2 years to start generating negative emissions. Expanding

biomass production over natural areas, in contrast, could

lead to massive negative emissions (1,381 and 1,280 GtCO2

for electricity and hydrogen), but with initial excess emissions

(�30 GtCO2) that compare to today’s global fossil CO2 emis-

sions (35 GtCO2 in 2021)42 and almost 15 years to start gener-

ating negative emissions. Biomass production on released

pastures and feed crops together could lead to cumulative

negative emissions of �710 and 660 GtCO2 for electricity
and hydrogen, respectively. Initial excess emissions could

reach �10 GtCO2, and it would take almost 10 years to

generate negative emissions. However, initial excess emis-

sions and breakeven time of pasture and cropland combined

would significantly decrease with less conservative assump-

tions for initial biomass and SOC losses on pastures (see

Discussion).

Upfront emissions and breakeven time
For a more in-depth assessment of upfront emissions among all

land-transition types, we defined the overshoot ratio. It is an in-

dicator representing the peak cumulative excess emissions of

BECCS, divided by the average yearly negative emissions of

the whole evaluation period (i.e., cumulative negative emissions

in 2100, divided by the average evaluation period of 60 years).

The overshoot ratio (dimensionless, from GtCO2/GtCO2) and

breakeven time (in years) can help illustrate BECCS timeliness

to mitigate climate change. Figure 6 results represent the elec-

tricity production route (very similar to hydrogen’s) for the three

types of land transition (from pasture, cropland, or natural land

to bioenergy crops for BECCS) and two types of bioenergy

crops (grassy, parametrized as miscanthus or switchgrass,

and woody as eucalyptus, willows, or poplars). Results in Fig-

ures 1, 2, 3, and 4 assumed the adoption of the crop type with

the highest negative emissions in each location. We found

that grassy crops overwhelmingly outperformed woody

crops, contributing to >97% of the global negative emis-

sions across climate models, scenarios, and energy carrier

routes. Furthermore, grassy crops for BECCS have superior

timeliness compared to woody crops; that is, they result in lower

breakeven times and overshoot ratios than woody crops for

all land-transition types (Figure 6). Among land types, bioenergy

crops replacing feed cropland achieves the best time-

liness, and replacing natural land the worst. Implementing

grassy bioenergy crops (the best type in most cases), the
One Earth 7, 1–18, February 16, 2024 5



Figure 3. Cumulative removal and storage

(A–D) Net carbon removal through BECCS and carbon accumulation through natural revegetation by 2100 and (E–H) source-sink distance between bioenergy

crops and CO2 storage sites. Negative emissions are the difference between the net carbon removal from BECCS and the forgone carbon stock through natural

revegetation. Subplots E–H represent electricity production through BECCS, because it results in higher carbon sequestration than hydrogen and FT diesel

production. BECCS potential is the average of 4 climate models, and natural revegetation is the average of estimations based on 7 potential natural vegetation

maps. The evaluation period is 2030–2100, with 20 years of ramp-up time (see Figure 5A).

See also Figure S16 and Table S1.
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interquartile ranges for overshoot and breakeven time differ by

approximately an order of magnitude: overshoot ratios of

0.04–0.13 for cropland versus 0.32–10.6 for natural land, and

breakeven time of 2–3 years for cropland versus 7–30 years

for natural land (Figure 6). Initial carbon in plants, SOC changes,

and time to the first harvest of bioenergy crops are critical

drivers of breakeven time and overshoot ratio. In all of the cases,

we conservatively assumed that initial plant carbon gets

burned, releasing emissions to the atmosphere,43–45 such that

the higher the initial plant carbon, the higher the initial emis-

sions. For bioenergy crops replacing feed cropland, initial

plant carbon and SOC are the lowest, and SOC increases

upon establishing woody (i.e., plantations) or grassy bioenergy

crops.46,47 For bioenergy crops replacing natural land, however,

emissions from sizable initial plant stock are much higher,

and SOC decreases upon establishing bioenergy crops. For

the third case, bioenergy crops replacing pasture and cropland

(�75% pasture), breakeven time and overshoot ratio are highly

uncertain. Conservatively, we assumed high initial plant stocks

and large SOC losses when transitioning from pastures to

bioenergy crops; however, intensively grazed areas48 may

result in SOC gains when transitioning to bioenergy crops.
6 One Earth 7, 1–18, February 16, 2024
Figures S14–S16 provide an overview of the SOC, plant carbon,

and carbon sequestration balances of all of the cases.

DISCUSSION

Harnessing the cobenefits of a protein transition
Replacing animal products can help countries strengthenmultiple

sectors beyond food. Because animal products have predomi-

nantly domestic land-use impacts, countries could aim at freeing

up agricultural land by influencing demand. Using available multi-

regional input-output data from the year 2010 (see the experi-

mental procedures), we found that 85% of the land use sustaining

animal products is domestic (considering only Europe as a whole)

(Figure S23). Therefore, if countries incentivize APs that use less

land than animal products, they could tap into the potential of

BECCS by using bioenergy crops to be cultivated over the spared

pasture and cropland areas. Such a strategy could have sweeping

implications for diverse sectors: in energy, it could boost security

of supply with baseload electricity or decarbonize hard-to-abate

sectors with flexible hydrogen49,50; in health, it can improve nutri-

tion by reducing animal product consumption51; in commerce, it

may give countries a competitive edge in the global hydrogen



Figure 4. Cumulative energy and negative emission (NE) potential by emission intensity for 2 scenarios

Scenarios include bioenergy crops that (A) Expand over natural areas and (B) Replace animal agriculture.

(C) The boxplotswith the distribution of NE intensity illustrate the 6 land categories—a combination of biome type (Gras., grassland; For., forest) and prior land use

(Nat., natural vegetation; Past., pasture; Crop., cropland). The boxplots do not show outliers. NEs represent net carbon removal through BECCS electricity minus

the forgone carbon stock through natural revegetation. The evaluation period is 2030–2100, with 20 years of ramp-up time (see Figure 5A).
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market37; in the environment, it can help remove large amounts of

CO2 from the atmosphere without further loss of natural land.

Releasing and using released land
Besides animal product substitution, several other factors can

help release agricultural land. Likewise, multiple natural and engi-

neered solutions could compete with bioenergy for the released

land. Precision agriculture, increasing crop yields, and reducing

food losses, among others, can also free up agricultural land.52

We focused on APs because their potential has been less

explored, despite the promising outlook that recent market

studies foresee.10–13 As our results suggest, even modest adop-

tion levels of APs could free up large agricultural areas

(Figures 1E and 1F). Given the unknown replacement prospects

for specific products, we assumed even substitution of all animal

products, and we aimed to overcompensate for the calories dis-

placed. Future studies could target reductions of the most land-

intensive products (e.g., beef),16 paired with a less conservative

replacement, asHumpenöder et al.53 didwithmicrobial protein re-

placing beef. In addition, other emerging APs such as cultured

meat and mycoprotein could be suitable beef replacements and

are estimated to have lower land needs than most meat alterna-

tives.17,18 Released areas could help mitigate climate change,

as we explored, but theymay also provide multiple other benefits.

Land-use options, such as natural succession, reforestation, and

biochar, could help mitigate climate change with cobenefits for

biodiversity and ecosystem services.54,55 While natural solutions

could be cheaper and more sustainable, engineered negative-

emissions technologies (NETs) like BECCS and direct air carbon

capture and storage (DACCS) have much superior permanence

of storage (even by several orders of magnitude),56 higher trans-

parency and accountability, and a greater potential if technology

development is decidedly supported.55

BECCS in the energy and climate mitigation context
Unlike other engineered NETs, BECCS can produce energy,

which may facilitate adoption. BECCS electricity and hydrogen
routes seem particularly suitable to support the phaseout of

thermal power from fossil fuels. Directly, BECCS could provide

baseload electricity to eliminate the need for new coal power

plants49,50; indirectly, BECCS could produce hydrogen to replace

fossil fuels in existing thermal plants. For example, carbon-nega-

tive hydrogen or hydrogen-produced ammonia could replace gas

and coal in the many thermal plants of advanced economies that

would still be running by 2030 (79%of coal and gas-firedplants).57

While electricity and hydrogen from BECCS could have substan-

tial negative emissionpotentials, FTdiesel fromBECCScould also

prove valuable, mainly if it displaces fossil fuels (e.g., in the trans-

port sector). Likewise, biochar could become attractive in some

areas; it may also produce energy to displace fossil fuels and

generate cobenefits such as increased crop yield through biochar

additions.58 If negative emissions rather than electricity drive

BECCS adoption, then DACCS could become its main compet-

itor, given their similar profile as engineered NETs. Despite

DACCS high costs (largely from energy use), it may still turn out

to be more affordable than BECCS electricity,59 depending on

the energy system, biomass price, and the negative emissions

needed.60 For hydrogen production, BECCS could be cost

competitive in 2030 (at $50–100/tDM) compared to the fossil-fuels

and renewables routes.57 If large areas of highly productive agri-

cultural land become available (e.g., under the 30%–70%market

shares of APs that we evaluated), then biomass cost would likely

decrease, but its precise effect on BECCS competitiveness re-

mains unclear.

Besides dedicated crops, biomass residues offer some addi-

tional sustainable potential to sequester carbon through BECCS

(or biochar),5,58,61,62 which we did not consider. We also did not

consider the biomass production potential of second-generation

lignocellulosic crops (our focus in this study) on abandoned agri-

cultural land due to various factors (e.g., increased crop yields) or

when replacing current first-generation bioenergy crops such as

corn, sorghum, and sugarcane.

Our results show that replacing animal products can help un-

lock vast energy and negative emission potentials via BECCS
One Earth 7, 1–18, February 16, 2024 7



Figure 5. Temporal development of BECCS

potentials

(A) Bioenergy crop area, (B) BECCS energy potential,

(C) BECCS cumulative net emissions, and (D) a

close-up of the cumulative net emissions during the

first decades. All of the subplots show BECCS

maximum negative emission potential via elec-

tricity, hydrogen, and FT diesel production over 3

land categories: natural areas (from Expand), all of

the released pasture and feed cropland areas (from

Replace), and only feed cropland areas (from

Replace). Negative emissions represent net carbon

removal through BECCS electricity minus the

forgone carbon stock through natural revegetation.

The evaluation period is 2030–2100, with 20 years of

ramp-up time (A).
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while avoiding agricultural expansion and securing water supply

for people and ecosystems. Nevertheless, BECCS is no ‘‘silver

bullet’’ against climate change, let alone other environmental

challenges. First, BECCS and other NETs should complement

rather than replace immediate carbon emission reductions.

Relying on future NETs deployment is risky, costly, and unfair

to future generations, particularly to vulnerable populations

that contributed the least to climate change and will suffer the

most from its consequences.63,64 Second, BECCS can help miti-

gate climate change, but biodiversity loss and land-use change

(LUC) may remain beyond safe planetary limits even without

further agricultural expansion.29 Although the transitions that

we considered in Replace may improve biodiversity and

ecosystem services,52 benefits are limited compared to transi-

tions to more diverse natural ecosystems.65,66

A mitigation boost but not a replacement for nature
Bioenergy can help mitigate climate change in the following

decades, but it is no substitute for natural ecosystems to sta-

bilize the Earth system in the long run. If existing agricultural

areas are freed up due to the replacement of animal products,

as we analyzed, then the spared land could gradually return to

its natural state or take another interim use to boost climate

mitigation. In other words, the adoption of BECCS or other

land-based CO2 removal methods does not exclude natural

succession altogether. During some decades this century,

BECCS could achieve net negative emissions and perma-

nently store in the geosphere billions of tonnes of CO2. After-

ward, natural succession could more slowly store in the

biosphere and pedosphere any excess CO2 (to limit global

warming at 1.5�C or even below) that may remain in the atmo-

sphere. The effect of delaying natural succession is beyond

our scope. However, further expansion for bioenergy crops

at the expense of natural ecosystems would result in

dangerous upfront emissions as our results showed, and

further exacerbate biodiversity loss.8 Even some agricultural

areas, such as some rangelands (rangelands were evaluated
8 One Earth 7, 1–18, February 16, 2024
within pastures in this study and repre-

sent �30% of the negative emission

potential in Replace), may be close to

their natural state and would be conve-

nient to protect. These may already store
considerable carbon stocks in plants and soils, and fully re-

wilding them may be feasible in the short term.67

BECCS challenges and uncertainties
Over the long term, BECCS would likely sequester more carbon

than natural revegetation over vast agricultural areas. However,

uncertainties remain around timeliness to mitigate climate

change, nutrient requirements, water for CCS, CO2 storage, and

more. A fundamental uncertainty is timeliness when bioenergy

crops replace pastures, mainly due to unknown SOC changes

and initial plant carbon stocks. For bioenergy crops replacing pas-

tures, we assumed large SOC losses and high emissions from

burning substantial initial plant stockswithout capturing the result-

ing emissions; if the replaced pastures were intensively managed,

however, then breakeven time and overshoot ratio may resemble

more the transition from feed crops to bioenergy crops (Figure 6).

In addition, various measures may reduce breakeven time and

initial emissions for all types of land transitions. To reduce SOC

losses, biochar could be added to the soil68; and to reduce emis-

sions from the burning of the initial biomass, part of it (e.g., 80%)5

could be used as feedstock for BECCS, capturing the resulting

CO2. Emissions from SOC changes and the burning of the initial

biomass do not have a substantial effect on the total cumulative

negative emissions, but they are crucial to improving BECCS

timeliness when using bioenergy crops grown over replaced pas-

tures and natural areas.

Another uncertainty thatwedid not assess is nutrient emissions,

which already pose a high risk to the stability of the Earth system,

primarily due to fertilizer application in agriculture.69 Fortunately, if

miscanthus dominates bioenergy crops, nutrient requirements

may be low,70 particularly phosphorus and nitrogen. Our results

showed that grassy crops (parametrized asmiscanthus or switch-

grass, without distinguishing one from the other) could deliver

>97%of total negativeemissions.Basedon recentdata,71weesti-

mated that miscanthus would outperform switchgrass virtually

everywhere, contributing around 97% of the total negative emis-

sions for all the assessed energy carriers and climate models.



Figure 6. Overshoot ratio and breakeven

time for electricity production through

BECCS

Woody and grassy bioenergy crops replace 3 land

categories (natural land, cropland, and pasture and

cropland). The overshoot ratio shows peak cumu-

lative excess emissions, divided by the average

yearly negative emissions of the whole evaluation

period. Breakeven time is the year when BECCS

would start achieving net negative emissions. The

lines show the interquartile ranges, and the circles

are concentric to the medians of overshoot and

breakeven time. The circle size is proportional to the

median negative emission intensity. The evaluation

period is 2030–2100, with 20 years of ramp-up time

(see Figure 5A).
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We also did not assess water use for the energy production

plant, but it may not be critical because biomass production is

the dominant water-consumption stage along the supply chain

of a BECCS systemwith dedicated crops. For BECCS electricity,

past research estimated that biomass production (the focus of

our water assessment) accounts for 98% of the water consump-

tion.72 Finally, BECCS faces diverse challenges, from technoe-

conomic to sociopolitical, for scaling up CCS technologies and

CO2 storage.
41 To remove carbon at scale when most needed,

BECCS and other engineered NETs require strong support

today; CCS technologies, for instance, require time and invest-

ment to build the infrastructure needed for achieving economies

of scale.6,55 Geological storage of CO2 is especially challenging

because realistic storage capacities remain highly uncertain; at

this point, further delaying the planning process may also delay

CCS deployment, including that of BECCS.73

Future research could provide a more nuanced assessment of

emissions, crop yields, and land use requirements that is beyond

our scope. A broader scope could analyze the potential addi-

tional emission reductions from displacing diverse energy sour-

ces and how our results may change under a wide range of po-

tential future crop yields. Likewise, new research could assess

more in detail the effects of the adoption of both conventional

and emerging APs. Our approach for replacing animal products

is likely conservative for land use because it is based on conven-

tional alternatives such as pulses, which will likely use more land

than emerging alternatives such as cultured meat or mycopro-

tein,74 although uncertainties remain, particularly for cultured

meat.75 Moreover, we overcompensated for the displaced ani-

mal products. In terms of emissions, conventional alternatives

likely offer a double dividend20; however, the emissions of

emerging alternatives are more uncertain. For example, some

replacement alternatives, such as cultured meat, involve en-

ergy-intensive processes.74 Therefore, fulfilling their energy re-

quirements through low-emission sources can help maximize

overall emission reductions. Part of such energy requirements

can even be fulfilled with negative emission energy through a

symbiosis: by replacing land-intensive animal products, bio-

energy crops on freed-up areas can feed BECCS to produce

negative emission energy, which can be used to produce en-

ergy-intensive APs.
Spurring a protein transition to unlockBECCSdual value
We have shown that replacing animal products can help harness

substantial energy and negative emission potentials. The esti-

mated energy potentials can help strengthen energy security,

negative emissions can help mitigate climate change, and both

can provide economic gains for countries. Such potentials cannot

be taken for granted, however. On the one hand, future replace-

ment levels of animal products, the adoption of specific AP prod-

ucts, and the resource requirements of some alternatives (e.g.,

land use for culturedmeat) remain uncertain. As of today, replace-

ment with traditional plant-based alternatives, as we assumed,

offer the most certain land-sparing benefit. On the other hand,

even if the replacement releases substantial landandwater,which

can be used for biomass production, diverse barriers may hinder

BECCS adoption. The scale of the estimated energy potentials

and the climate mitigation benefit from the resulting negative

emissions illustrate (1) the importance of adopting resource-effi-

cient alternatives to animal products and (2) the enhanced dual

role BECCS could assume by leveraging freed-up resources if it

is promptly and responsibly incentivized.
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SCENARIOS

Land-use models
This study presents BECCS energy and negative emission po-

tential in this century. The global estimates assume a linear

ramp-up period from zero in 2030 to full bioenergy crops
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deployment in the considered areas in 2050, keeping full deploy-

ment until 2100. The available areas follow two scenarios, both

aligned with themiddle-of-the-road narrative of the SSP2, repre-

sentative concentration pathway 2.6. Concretely, the scenarios

use land-use data from the Inter-Sectoral Impact Model Inter-

comparison Project (ISIMIP) 2b, created by the integrated

assessment model REMIND-MAgPIE.76 The land-use data are

processed by the dynamic global vegetation model LPJmL,

together with climate input from four GCMs: HadGEM2-ES,

MIROC5, GFDL-ESM2M, and IPSL-CM5A-LR. LPJmL simulates

the global terrestrial carbon cycle coupled to the water cycle and

the response of carbon and vegetation growth (e.g., the yields for

biomass production).

We created a primary and a secondary scenario. In the main

scenario, Replace, we estimated BECCS energy and negative

emissions when bioenergy crops replace agricultural land, which

APs may help release. In the second scenario, Expand, bio-

energy crops expand over natural land, excluding areas with

the highest conservation value. The Expand scenario helps put

Replace results into perspective, but it may not represent a

viable option,8,23,29 even after the exclusions.

Replace scenario
In Replace, bioenergy crops replace animal agriculture land. We

constrained the land available for bioenergy crops to ensure

enough food supply globally by maintaining at least baseline cal-

orie and protein supply for every level of animal product replace-

ment. We targeted for replacement pastureland and three types

of crops for animal feed—forages, maize, and barley. Since a

fraction of maize and barley production is used for food, we tar-

geted for replacement only the feed fraction in each country.77

The three feed crops we targeted would make up over 75% of

the total feed supply (by weight19); together with pastureland,

they would cover over 90% of the total animal agriculture area

in 2050. Targeting fewer crops helps tackle the biggest opportu-

nity areas and involves less uncertainty than targeting many

crops; moreover, it helps us obtain conservative estimates.

Other feed crops that we excluded, particularly soybeans, oil

crops, and pulses, can be reassigned for direct human con-

sumption to compensate for the displaced animal products. As

Hayek et al.19 and Sun et al.20 showed, reassigning a fraction

of them from feed to food would deliver sufficient calorie and

protein supply to replace animal products. Hence, repurposing

those crops altogether for direct human consumption, as we

assumed, wouldmore than compensate for the displaced animal

products.

We estimated the total area of pastures, forage, maize, and

barley that bioenergy crops could replace in 2050, and then lin-

early interpolated a ramp-up period from no bioenergy in 2030 to

the total area we considered for replacement in 2050. Since

barley and forages are defined in ISIMIP2b data within groups

of crops (temperate cereals and others), we calculated their

location based on recent spatial data for those specific crops.78

Our estimated area for barley and forages is conservative

because we only considered areas where the current distribution

of those crops overlaps with their crop group (temperate cereals)

in the land-use patterns from ISIMIP2b. To estimate the area of

barley crops in the future, we considered a demand increase

of 30% by 205019 and a moderate yield growth of 0.53%/year
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(average for SSP2)79; as a result, the area for barley could

grow a maximum of 11% (compared to today) in each cell, but

only if the temperate cereals area was large enough to support

the expansion. Based on the same yield growth per year, a

maximum area increase of 13% (in locations where the area

for the others group supported the expansion) would suffice to

fulfill a demand for forages that grows by 47% by 2050.19 Pas-

tures and maize were already defined as individual categories

in ISIMIP2b, and maize already excluded maize for energy. In

our Replace scenario, dedicated lignocellulosic crops for bio-

energy would replace different fractions of the targeted pasture

and feed crop areas. To ensure that bioenergy crops replace ex-

isting agricultural land rather than new expansion between 2030

and 2050, we considered only the minimum area before the

beginning of BECCS deployment (in 2030) and in the year of

full deployment (in 2050).

Our estimated pasture and crop for feed areas are conserva-

tive. Although the original source of our land-use scenarios,

REMIND-MAgPIE, assumes higher future livestock demand

than other integrated assessment models,80 its global pasture

area is among the lowest.81 The contrast implies higher land

productivity possibly due to more intensively managed pas-

tures, higher reliance on feed crops, or both. Therefore, to

define conservative areas for the two feed crops that could

also serve as food crops (maize and barley), we assumed

only modest increments in the feed/food ratios between today

and 2050. Previous research19 estimated that the global feed

fractions of maize and barley would grow 12.3% and 4.8% by

2050 under middle-of-the-road assumptions. In our case, we

took for each country (Europe as a whole) the actual maize

feed fraction feed/(feed + food) from Food and Agriculture Or-

ganization Statistics (FAOSTAT)77 (year 2019) as the starting

point. Then, only in regions with feed fractions below the esti-

mated global average in 2050 would the feed fraction increase

a maximum of 12.3%, in line with Hayek et al.19; in the regions

with feed fractions already above the estimated global average

in 2050, the feed fraction would not grow. We followed the

same approach with barley but considering an additional cate-

gory, ‘‘processing,’’ whose main end product is beer.82 This

way, barley feed fraction was feed/(feed + food + processing)

from FAOSTAT categories77 (year 2019), and the maximum in-

crease of barley was only 4.8%, also in line with Hayek et al.19

Since the spatial data of maize and barley do not discern feed

from food crops, we allocated the same feed fraction to all

grid cells within a country.

Expand scenario
In Expand, bioenergy crops expand over primary and secondary

natural vegetation—that is, excluding urban and agricultural

areas (all pasture and crop areas). In addition, we excluded steep

slopes (>30%)83 where agriculture may be unfeasible and areas

of high conservation value: protected areas84 (International

Union for Conservation of Nature protected area categories I–

IV), wetlands and water bodies (Global Lakes and Wetlands

Database-3),85 key biodiversity areas,86 Last of the Wild areas,87

and locations of rare plant species (abovemedianMargalef rarity

index88). We added polygon areas using ArcGIS software; con-

verted polygons to raster format with a resolution of 0.5 arcmin;

and estimated the area fraction for raster format with a resolution
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of 30 arcmin (0.5�) for use in LPJmL. Urban and agricultural areas

were added at the end because our future land use scenarios

have a coarser resolution than other datasets. When integrating

them, we assumed that conservation-related exclusion areas do

not overlap with urban and agricultural areas. Despite the multi-

ple exclusions, the estimated available areas for biomass pro-

duction, particularly on forest biomes, would further decrease

because a fraction of the area in forest biomes would be needed

for various forest management activities.

BECCS energy carrier routes
Electricity production considers parameters based on diverse

technologies and summarized in a recent review5; hydrogen pro-

duction uses biomass gasification and water-gas shift technol-

ogy89; and production of Fischer-Tropsch diesel requires that

the feedstock is gasified and the resulting synthesis gas is catalyt-

ically converted to hydrocarbons90 (see BECCS parameters in

Table S2.)

Negative emissions
Negative emissions result from the difference between BECCS

net carbon sequestration and the forgone sequestration from nat-

ural revegetation, as proposed by Hanssen et al.5 Put another

way, Equation 1 shows that for bioenergy crop i (herbaceous or

woody), energy carrier j (electricity, hydrogen, or FT diesel), and

location x (0.5� spatial resolution), negative emissions (NE in

kgCO2e) equal BECCS net sequestered carbon (NetBE ) minus

the difference in carbon stocks at the end of the evaluation period

(2100). For all of the locations, the evaluation period was 60 years

(average, considering a ramp-up phase from 0 in 2030 to full area

utilization in 2050 and keeping full utilization until 2100).

NEi;j;x = NetBE;i;j;x � LUCi;x (Equation 1)

NetBE;i;j;x = SeqCCS;i;j;x � EmFert;i;x � EmSC;i;j;x (Equation 2)

LUCi;x = DCVi;x +DSOCi;x (Equation 3)

NetBE is the balance of the total sequestrated carbon (SeqCCS),

minus fertilizer N2O emissions (EmFert) and other supply chain

emissions (including CH4) from energy production (EmSC). Sup-

ply chain emissions have a cradle-to-factory-gate scope for

electricity and well-to-tank for hydrogen and FT diesel. LUC

quantifies the additional carbon that could have been stored

in natural vegetation (DCV ) and soil (DSOC) stocks. DCV is

the sum of above- and belowground plant carbon in natural

vegetation minus belowground plant carbon in bioenergy crops

(aboveground stock is excluded because it is harvested); and

DSOC is natural vegetation SOC minus bioenergy crops SOC

(at depths up to 200 centimeters [cm]) in 2100 (the end of the

evaluation period). Equations 4, 5, and 6 describe the compo-

nents of the BECCS emissions balance (NetBE ).

SeqCCS;i;j;x = Yi;x 3Ax 3 floss 3 ðhi;j � pi;jÞ

3

�
floss 3 cc3 r3 k

hi;j � pi;j

� emCCS;j

�
(Equation 4)

EmFert;i;x = emFert;i 3Yi;x 3Ax (Equation 5)
EmSC;i;j;x = emSC;i;j 3Yi;x 3Ax 3 floss 3 ðhi;j � pi;jÞ (Equation 6)
Y is the total bioenergy crop yield over the evaluation period (in

tonnes of dry matter [tDM] per hectare [ha]), A the area (in hect-

ares), floss the biomass loss correction factor (dimensionless), h

the conversion efficiency from biomass to final carrier (in giga-

joules [GJ] per tDM), p the penalty in conversion efficiency due

to CCS (in GJ/tDM), cc the carbon content of the feedstock (in

kgC/tDM), r the ratio of the molecular weight of CO2 to carbon

(44/12), and k the carbon capture efficiency of CCS (tCO2

captured per tCO2 emitted) during the production of the energy

carrier. emccs are the additional supply chain emissions from

CCS per energy produced (in kgCO2/GJ), emFert the fertilizer

emissions per biomass produced (in kgCO2e/tDM), and emSC

other supply chain emissions per energy produced (in

kgCO2e/GJ). Finally, Equation 7 shows the calculation of total

energy (E, in GJ).

Ei;j;x = Yi;x 3Ax 3 floss 3 ðhi;j � pi;jÞ (Equation 7)

Table S2 presents the data used for most of the variables in

Equations 1–7. At the core of our assessment, we compare car-

bon sequestration through BECCS and natural revegetation by

integrating two types of spatial data: bioenergy crop yields

from the extensively validated dynamic vegetation model

LPJmL23 and carbon accumulation in natural vegetation from

state-of-the-art datasets on natural revegetation and potential

biomass stocks.91,92 The LPJmL model allows us to perform

complex calculations, such as estimating bioenergy crop yields

under stringent protection of environmental water flows.30 The

natural vegetation datasets help us leverage the latest research

findings on natural revegetation after disturbance (e.g., from

agriculture, the main focus of this study).
Bioenergy crop yields and sustainable water use
To obtain the bioenergy crop yields, we forced LPJmL by the

SSP2–2.6 scenario under the same four GCMs (HadGEM2-ES,

MIROC5, GFDL-ESM2M, and IPSL-CM5A-LR) that we used to

define our two land scenarios, Replace and Expand. For both

scenarios, we prioritize securing water supply for HIL and pro-

tecting the integrity of freshwater ecosystems. Only the excess

water can be used to irrigate crops (including bioenergy crops).

Concretely, calculations of bioenergy crop yields follow the EFR

scheme of Stenzel et al.30

LPJmL computes at daily time steps terrestrial water cycling

coupled to the carbon balance and growth of agricultural and

natural vegetation.93 It dynamically represents land surface pro-

cesses such as discharge routing, crop growth, water use effi-

ciency, and yield responses to diverse stresses. In managed

areas, plants can use either only rainfed water or rainfed and

additional water from local storage or main discharge of the

grid cell and neighboring cells. Irrigation considers three irriga-

tion techniques with different supply efficiencies: surface, sprin-

kler, and drip.94

We cap the daily available water for irrigation of grid cells

through the EFR scheme, which aimed to preserve the long-

term freshwater availability.30 Based on the variable monthly

flow estimation method,95 EFRs allocate different shares of

the flow to ecosystems, 60%, 45%, and 30%, during low-,
One Earth 7, 1–18, February 16, 2024 11
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medium-, and high-flow months, respectively. EFRs are 30-year

averages, based on historical land use96 and climate for the period

1970–1999.We prioritize securingwater for HIL. If EFRs are trans-

gressed in a river basin since the first step, then only rainfed bio-

energy crops are assumed to be cultivated there. If, after securing

EFRs and HIL demand, some water remains but is not enough to

fully irrigate all of the crops, then irrigation water is distributed

among all of the crops (energy and nonenergy crops) according

to the respective crop cultivation area. AsStenzel et al.30 reported,

global yields could decrease by �3.5% under our EFR scheme.

Yield drops could be compensated for by diverse water and soil

managementmeasures,30 whichwedid not consider in this study.

LPJmL is constantly calibrated against in situ measurements,

satellite observations, and agricultural yield statistics.25,93,97,98

Fader et al.98 calibrated the model to match national yield statis-

tics for 12 crop functional types and a group of other annual and

perennial crops.98 For our purpose, the model considers two

types of second-generation bioenergy crops: herbaceous crops,

parametrized as miscanthus or switchgrass, and woody crops,

parametrized as eucalyptus for the tropics and willows or pop-

lars for temperate regions. Herbaceous crops (also called grassy

crops) are harvested yearly or as soon as the above-ground car-

bon storage reaches 400 g/m; woody crops, every 8 years, with

replantation after a maximum of 40 years. Bioenergy crop yields

have been compared against field data by Beringer et al.25 and

Heck et al.97 Although new data71,99 on bioenergy crops are be-

ing used to recalibrate model yields, we used it in this study to

perform a simple bias correction that makes yields more conser-

vative (factor of 0.73 for grassy and 0.89 for woody crops,

applied uniformly to each grid cell). For all of the cases, we

excluded areas with low yields (yearly yields <1.25 tDM/ha).
Natural regrowth and LUC emissions
To understand the BECCS-added climate mitigation value, we

estimated LUC emissions as the forgone carbon accumulation

from natural revegetation (i.e., natural regrowth) in our two sce-

narios. We defined a low-parameter natural regrowth model

that leverages state-of-the-art datasets on current carbon

stocks,100 accumulation rates,91 and potential carbon stocks in

natural vegetation92 and soil.101

Equations 8 and 9 (based on the work of Cook-Patton et al.91)

describe plant carbon accumulation in the nine biomes we

considered. Table S3 specifies which formula is used for

each biome.

fðageÞb;l;x = ðab + cb;l;x 3 arbÞ 3 agex + ðbb + cb;l;x 3 brbÞ
(Equation 8)

fðageÞb;l;x = ðab + cb;l;x 3 arbÞ 3 lnðagexÞ+ ðbb + cb;l;x 3 brbÞ
(Equation 9)

where fðageÞ is the plant carbon in natural vegetation (in tC/ha)

for biome b, land use l (natural, pasture, or cropland), and loca-

tion x (0.5� spatial resolution). Parameters a, ar, b, and br are the

slope, slope standard error, intercept, and intercept standard er-

ror for each biome (Table S3). age (in years) of natural vegetation

stands is taken from the Global Forest Age Database.102 We

introduced a grid cell–specific calibration factor c to consider
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the variability within biomes and adjust regrowth curves using

available robust results for the 30 first years of natural revegeta-

tion.91 This way, carbon accumulation estimates for each loca-

tion would be more accurate. Since disturbance intensity affects

carbon accumulation rate, we estimated c for three different cur-

rent land use types: cropland, pastureland, and natural.

Ultimately, regrowth Equations 8–9 only estimate carbon

stock changes; our calculation (Equation 10) of total carbon

stocks in natural vegetation (P, in tC/ha) also incorporates the

available data on initial carbon stocks (Pt0 Þ.

Pt;b;l;x = Pt0 +
h
fðagetÞb;l;x � f

�
aget0

�
b;l;x

i
(Equation 10)

The resulting total carbon stock P in 2100 is the forgone plant

carbon sequestration from natural revegetation. Initial carbon

stocks Pt0 are based on recent global maps of above- and

belowground biomass carbon density.100 They represent the

carbon stock of the forgone natural vegetation at the beginning

of the BECCS evaluation period (2030). For natural land, which

would remain natural, the initial stock was the full above- and

belowground biomass in 2010 plus regrowth between 2010

and 2030 (this conservatively overestimates the forgone carbon

sequestration from natural revegetation because some stocks

may decrease between 2010 and 2030 due to natural and human

causes, such as wildfires and forest management activities). For

cropland, which becomes natural land upon abandonment, the

initial stock was only the belowground biomass because above-

ground biomass gets harvested. For pastureland, which also be-

comes natural, we assumed that the whole belowground and

50% of the aboveground biomass would remain after abandon-

ment. For both pasture and cropland, we assumed a moderate

growth (0.53%/year)79 of the stocks between the time repre-

sented in the data and the beginning of the evaluation period

(e.g., between 2010 and abandonment in 2030). Natural re-

growth over agricultural land is conservative because, although

we assumed that the age of abandoned agricultural land was

0 in 2030 (which implies a rapid initial regrowth of natural vege-

tation), the abandoned areas will start with a considerable car-

bon stock. In most cases, such an initial stock would decay, re-

sulting in additional emissions (likely except for some native

grasses), but we conservatively kept it during the evaluation

period. Whereas carbon stock during the first years is conserva-

tive due to the substantial initial stock and fast initial accumula-

tion rates, final stocks could be more accurate because we

limited biomass accumulation to a maximum value, taken from

seven global datasets on potential biomass stocks.92 Adding

such a constraint makes our estimates more robust because re-

sults rely less on individual datasets (e.g., one dataset for re-

growth and one for initial stocks).

To discern among our three target land types, we matched

land use maps (Ramankutty et al.103 for pasture; Winkler

et al.104 for cropland and natural land) with the spatial data of cur-

rent stocks and natural regrowth. We filled in the gaps that re-

mained in some datasets with the inverse distance weighting

interpolation method, considering only data points matching

the same biome and land use type.

One drawback of the method to calculate carbon accumula-

tion from natural revegetation is that it does not consider the

effect of climate change. Climate change can affect carbon
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accumulation in both ways: on the one hand, the atmospheric

CO2 fertilization effect could accelerate carbon uptake and

also increase the potential carbon in natural vegetation; on the

other hand, increased wildfires could outweigh the fertilization

effect, overall possibly reducing carbon accumulation in natural

vegetation (e.g., in tropical forests).105 Since BECCS has a much

higher sequestration potential than natural revegetation in most

cases (Figures 2B and 2C), variations in the natural revegetation

stock (i.e., in the forgone sequestration) are unlikely to have a

meaningful impact on BECCS net potential. In any case, varia-

tions in the climate and crop yield responses would have a

greater impact on BECCS net potential (Figures 2B and 2C).

SOC losses from agricultural land use are large but uncertain,

particularly in the land transitions we considered, from current

agricultural land to bioenergy systems. For this reason, our

assessment of SOC changes is simple and conservative. As a

first step, we estimated the initial SOC stock for each land type

based on the most comprehensive dataset of SOC.101,106

Although we estimate total stocks, what matters to us is SOC

changes due to bioenergy crops and the natural revegetation

reference case. Initial natural land stocks in 2030 take the ‘‘no

land use’’ (NoLU) SOC values; but for agricultural areas (Equa-

tion 11), we estimated SOC losses L based on empirical data

where it was possible to compare pastures and cropland with

undisturbed sites.101 Hence, SOC0 is the resulting stock (in

tC/ha) at depth d (in cm) after land-use losses. Next, we esti-

mated SOC stocks (Equation 12) in year t (the year after the

transition) based on expected losses L (dimensionless) from

transitions (T) to bioenergy crop i (herbaceous or woody). tloss
is the time when SOC losses are highest. For natural revegeta-

tion over former agricultural land (Equation 13), we assumed a

constant SOC increase (acc, in tC/ha/year), by biome, based

on results from literature reviews on soil carbon accumulation

during natural succession (after agricultural use). For continued

natural revegetation (i.e., when the original land use is natural

already), we assumed no further increase in SOC during the eval-

uation period. This implies, on the one hand, that we neglect

likely further SOC accumulations in some areas; on the other

hand, by using NoLU as SOC0 for natural areas, we are slightly

overestimating SOC losses because natural areas could also

have lost some carbon in the past due to previous land uses

(and, again, what matters to us is SOC changes, not absolute

stocks).

SOC0;d;l;x = SOCNoLU;d;x 3 ð1 � LT;d;lÞ (Equation 11)

fðtÞd;l;i;x =

8><
>:

SOC0;d;l;x 3

�
1 � t

tloss
3 LT;d;l;i

�
; t < tloss

SOC0;d;l;x 3 ð1� LT ;d;l;iÞ; tR tloss

(Equation 12)

fðtÞb;d;l;x = SOC0;d;l;x + t3 accb;d (Equation 13)

Table S4 shows the SOC loss parameters for each land tran-

sition. To estimate total SOC losses at depths up to 200 cm,

we considered a best-fit exponential curve, derived from exten-

sive observations and represented in the SOC loss profile in Fig-

ure S24.101 Rectangular areas represent total SOC losses for
that depth range. Implementing such an SOC loss profile helped

make our estimations of SOC changes more robust because it

enabled us to consider extensive data at multiple depths.

BECCS potential by AP adoption level
In Replace, we evaluated BECCS total energy and negative

emission potentials by replacing all of the targeted animal agri-

culture areas, pasture and three feed crops, with bioenergy

crops. More realistically, we also present results for different

replacement levels of animal products, from 0% to 100% in

10% intervals. The replacement level is achieved in 2050,

considering a linear growth for bioenergy areas and a linear

reduction for animal agriculture areas, beginning from 0 in

2030. For replacement levels below 100%, there are numerous

ways to select which specific areas to replace. We present three

cases: proportional replacement in all areas, global maximiza-

tion of carbon removal, and regional maximization of carbon

removal. Proportional replacement is straightforward because

bioenergy crops replace the same fraction of the animal agricul-

ture area in each cell everywhere. For example, for an APmarket

share of 30%, we replace 30% of the total animal agriculture

area of each cell. Global maximization aims to achieve the

most negative emissions (Equation 14.1) via BECCS globally

while securing the supply of the remaining animal products in

the market (Equation 14.2). Regional maximization uses the

same optimization model but solved by country (only Europe

as a whole).

max
Xma

xa = 1

ca;xa za;xa (Equation 14.1)

s:t: �
Xma

xa = 1

pa;xa za;xa R ð1 � APÞ3PTot;a �
Xna
ya = 1

pa;ya

�
Xma

xa = 1

pa;xa ; za binary

(Equation 14.2)

The objective function (Equation 14.1), solved for animal

agriculture product a (pasture, forage, maize for feed, and

barley for feed), describes the sum of BECCS net negative

emissions c (in tCO2e) over cells with location x, where the bi-

nary decision variable z results in 1. The constraint (Equation

14.2) describes the maximum amount of animal agriculture

production that can be displaced while still fulfilling the re-

maining demand for animal products. The negative sign of

the first term indicates that positive z values (+1) in the objec-

tive function imply the displacement (�1) of animal agriculture

production. p (in tonnes) is the production of the animal agri-

culture product a in a cell, AP (fraction) the market share of

APs (i.e., the animal products displaced), and PTot (in tonnes)

the total yearly production of a in all locations. For pastures,

we used land productivity instead of the animal product

output itself. This is a conservative constraint because animal

density can disproportionally change (e.g., with the supply of

concentrate feed). x (with values 1–m) identifies locations

where animal agriculture production (for a) overlaps with cells

with net negative emission potential, and y (with values 1–n)

locations where animal agriculture production does not
One Earth 7, 1–18, February 16, 2024 13
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overlap with negative emissions. Data for animal agriculture

production originate from the same model parameters used

to create our scenarios (e.g., under SSP2–2.6 with the

same GCMs).

We solved the optimizations in R, using the Rglpk_solve_LP

function,107 for AP market shares from 0.1 to 0.9 with 0.1 inter-

vals. For the global case, we performed the optimization by

animal agriculture product and then added the estimated

maximum negative emissions of all of the cases. For the

regional optimization, we repeated the same process for

every region and then added the results to obtain the global

negative-emissions potentials. We only optimized for negative

emissions; to estimate the energy potentials and areas, we

multiplied the estimated area and energy of every cell by the

resulting z values from the optimizations. For all of the AP

adoption levels, negative emissions c are based on the spatial

bioenergy yields calculated in the Replace scenario, which

constrains irrigation (it secures other anthropogenic water

uses and environmental flows), assuming complete replace-

ment of animal products. For partial replacement, however,

yields may reduce in some areas (possibly at low replacement

levels, in areas with limited water for irrigation) if water use up-

stream increases and it reduces irrigation downstream. All in

all, potentials are likely conservative due to the conservative

pasture areas estimated, limited growth of feed fractions (for

feed crops that can be used for food), and overcompensation

of displaced animal products.

Multiregional input-output (MRIO) analysis
To measure the control of countries over the fate of their an-

imal agriculture land, we estimated the fraction domestic/total

land impacts from the countries’ consumption of animal prod-

ucts. We traced land-use impacts through an MRIO analysis

using EXIOBASE.108 EXIOBASE data link final consumption

to environmental impacts, considering trade. It provided us

data on the regional land-use impacts (pasture and cropland)

resulting from the final consumption of all animal product cat-

egories of the nations. The data were available for the year

2010 for 44 countries and 5 rest of world (RoW) regions. The

aggregated land use impacts of countries (Europe as a whole),

for which country-level data were available (i.e., the regions in

Figure S23, excluding RoW), represent 57% of the global land

use of animal products. The resulting domestic fractions of

land use may represent a reasonable approximation of the

future if current trade trends continue, as our scenario

Replace assumes.

Geological CO2 storage and source-sink match
Among different alternatives for CO2 storage, sedimentary ba-

sins have by far the largest capacity.109 Onshore basins are

particularly attractive because they are widespread, usually

closer to emission sources, and would be more cost-effective

to access than offshore sites.110 However, the actual potential

of geological CO2 storage in basins remains uncertain.73 Even

ambitious initiatives to evaluate storage capacity in regions

such as the United States, Europe, and Australia32–34 consider

only static storage capacities, ignoring expected limiting in-

jection rates.73 Furthermore, even static assessments are

incomplete and inconsistent, making it impossible to compare
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estimates among regions fairly.111 Less uncertain is the pro-

spectivity of CO2 storage because it correlates with the pro-

spectivity of hydrocarbon potential.73,112

Given the high uncertainty on the amount of CO2 that each

site can store, we implemented a simple but uniform quantifica-

tion method at a global level111; and to leverage the correlation

between the prospectivities of hydrocarbons and CO2, we

painstakingly matched global maps of sedimentary basins113

and highly prospective hydrocarbon provinces.112 We used

the method proposed by Kearns et al.111 to estimate storage

capacity. Kearns et al. follow an approach similar to that of

others to estimate approximate storage capacities with limited

data. The International Energy Agency114 and a recent study109

adopted a volumetric assessment approach, as studies typi-

cally do, but using the area covered by sedimentary basins as

the only input. They then made assumptions on the basins’

thickness, porosity, and other factors to estimate the net stor-

age capacity. If adopted over extensive areas, such an

approach can generally match more detailed regional assess-

ments.111 Kearns et al. estimated that the areal extent of sedi-

mentary basins alone (the only input used by the International

Energy Agency114 and Wei et al.109) accounts for 40%–50%

of the variation in estimated storage. By further incorporating

basin thickness,115 as Kearns et al. also did, we estimated

the formation volume, which was estimated to explain 83%–

89% of the variation in the storage capacity estimates. There-

fore, we followed the method of Kearns et al., assuming that

sedimentary formation volume is proportional to storage ca-

pacity. We took the lowest proposed coefficient, 0.037

GtCO2/1,000 km3,111 to account for likely limiting injection

rates. Our selected coefficient leads to capacity estimates �7

and 14 times lower than volumetric estimates from the US

Geological Survey and the US Department of Energy.111,116,117

Despite the uncertainty, the order of the estimates seems

reasonable because past research indicated that dynamic esti-

mates may be a factor of 10 lower than static estimates.118

We considered onshore basins and practically accessible

offshore basins within 200 mi of the shore, excluding the poles,

and at maximum depths of 300 m (based on the work of the

GEBCO Compilation Group119), as Kearns et al. proposed.

Moreover, we considered only highly prospective basins; as a

result, our global layout of CO2 storage sites is in agreement

with past research.112,120 We defined highly prospective basins

based on Robertson CGG113 and Bradshaw and Dance,112

excluding impractical offshore areas, and integrating sedimen-

tary thickness data115 to estimate the volume.

Unlike crops and storage sites, power plants could have a

more flexible but uncertain location. Hence, to measure the re-

gions’ source-sink match potential, we present an optimization

model that minimizes the transport distance between bioenergy

crops (source) and highly prospective storage sites (sinks). Spe-

cifically, we optimally allocated sequestrated carbon (SeqCCS,

from Equation 4) among highly prospective onshore basins

and highly prospective, practically accessible, offshore basins,

considering their storage capacity. We presented the case for

the maximum BECCS potential over animal agriculture land

(Replace scenario, substituting 100% of pasture and cropland)

for electricity production, which results in the highest sequestra-

tion. SeqCCS is based on the average crop yield under four
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climate models of the best bioenergy crop (herbaceous or

woody, whichever results in the highest net negative emissions).

We solved the optimization for every country (only Europe as a

whole), assuming no flows across regions. For sedimentary ba-

sins extending acrossmore than one region, we split total capac-

ity proportional to the basins’ area in each region. Splitting the

basins helped avoid double counting and assign every region

its fair share of capacity. In practice, the capacity of basins

across borders would, of course, remain unconstrained by the

artificial limits that we introduced.We implemented the optimiza-

tion for every region using the lp function (from the lpSolve pack-

age)121 in R and aggregated the results at the end to provide re-

sults for the entire world.

min
X
i

X
j

di;jxi;j (Equation 15.1)

s:t:
X
i

xi;j = si for all i (Equation 15.2)

X
j

xi;j % cj for all j (Equation 15.3)

xi;j R0 for all i; j (Equation 15.4)

In the minimization model (Equations 15.1–15.4), d represents

the minimum distance (in kilometers) between bioenergy crop

location i and sedimentary basin j. x is the CO2 flow (in

MtCO2), s the source of the sequestered CO2 in each crop loca-

tion, and c the basin capacity. Whenever source carbon ex-

ceeded the total storage capacity of a region, we allocated

only the storage capacity amount by proportionally reducing

the CO2 source in all locations. Table S1 summarizes countries’

estimated carbon source and storage potentials. Our source-

sink match is only a preliminary assessment because we did

not specify the location of the CCS plant where the carbonwould

be sequestered. We also did not consider competition for CO2

storage with other sources (e.g., industry, fossil fuel energy).

Therefore, if BECCS potential is fully used, then transport dis-

tances would increase. On the contrary, if CCS potential is not

fully used and there is low storage competition, then source-

sink distances may decrease, especially if bioenergy crop loca-

tions closer to basins are prioritized.
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Supplemental figures 
 

 
Figure S1. Negative emission potential of countries (only Europe as a whole) at three levels of alternative 
protein (AP) adoption for BECCS electricity. The evaluation period is 60 years (average), from 2030 to 2100 
with 20 years of ramp-up time. Related to Figure 1. 
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Figure S2. Energy potential for BECCS electricity of countries (only Europe as a whole) when maximizing 
negative emissions at three levels of alternative protein (AP) adoption. The evaluation period is 60 years 
(average), from 2030 to 2100 with 20 years of ramp-up time. Related to Figure 1. 
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Figure S3. Area used for BECCS electricity of countries (only Europe as a whole) when maximizing 
negative emissions at three levels of alternative protein (AP) adoption. The evaluation period is 60 years 
(average), from 2030 to 2100 with 20 years of ramp-up time. Related to Figure 1. 
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Figure S4. Negative emission potential of countries (only Europe as a whole) at three levels of alternative 
protein (AP) adoption for BECCS hydrogen. The evaluation period is 60 years (average), from 2030 to 2100 
with 20 years of ramp-up time. Related to Figure 1. 
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Figure S5. Energy potential for BECCS hydrogen of countries (only Europe as a whole) when maximizing 
negative emissions at three levels of alternative protein (AP) adoption. The evaluation period is 60 years 
(average), from 2030 to 2100 with 20 years of ramp-up time. Related to Figure 1. 
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Figure S6. Area used for BECCS hydrogen of countries (only Europe as a whole) when maximizing 
negative emissions at three levels of alternative protein (AP) adoption. The evaluation period is 60 years 
(average), from 2030 to 2100 with 20 years of ramp-up time. Related to Figure 1. 
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Figure S7. Negative emission potential of countries (only Europe as a whole) at three levels of alternative 
protein (AP) adoption for BECCS FT diesel. The evaluation period is 60 years (average), from 2030 to 2100 
with 20 years of ramp-up time. Related to Figure 1. 
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Figure S8. Energy potential for BECCS FT diesel of countries (only Europe as a whole) when maximizing 
negative emissions at three levels of alternative protein (AP) adoption. The evaluation period is 60 years 
(average), from 2030 to 2100 with 20 years of ramp-up time. Related to Figure 1. 
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Figure S9. Area used for BECCS FT diesel of countries (only Europe as a whole) when maximizing 
negative emissions at three levels of alternative protein (AP) adoption. The evaluation period is 60 years 
(average), from 2030 to 2100 with 20 years of ramp-up time. Related to Figure 1. 
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Figure S10. Feed crop areas where bioenergy crops for BECCS electricity could achieve 
negative emissions. Replacement levels of animal products include 30% and 70%. Areas for 
bioenergy crops were optimized at the global and regional level (by country, considering only Europe 
as a whole) to maximize negative emissions, while still ensuring the supply of the remaining animal 
products. The subplots at the bottom show the difference between areas (global minus regional). 
Related to Figure 2. 
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Figure S11. Feed crop areas where bioenergy crops for BECCS FT-diesel could achieve 
negative emissions. Replacement levels of animal products include 30% and 70%. Areas for 
bioenergy crops were optimized at the global and regional level (by country, considering only Europe 
as a whole) to maximize negative emissions, while still ensuring the supply of the remaining animal 
products. The subplots at the bottom show the difference between areas (global minus regional). 
Related to Figure 2. 
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Figure S12. Feed crop areas where bioenergy crops for BECCS hydrogen could achieve 
negative emissions. Replacement levels of animal products include 30% and 70%. Areas for 
bioenergy crops were optimized at the global and regional level (by country, considering only Europe 
as a whole) to maximize negative emissions, while still ensuring the supply of the remaining animal 
products. The subplots at the bottom show the difference between areas (global minus regional). 
Related to Figure 2. 
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Figure S13. Feed crop and pasture areas where bioenergy crops for BECCS electricity could 
achieve negative emissions. Replacement levels of animal products include 30% and 70%. Areas 
for bioenergy crops were optimized at the global and regional level (by country, considering only 
Europe as a whole) to maximize negative emissions, while still ensuring the supply of the remaining 
animal products. The subplots at the bottom show the difference between areas (global minus 
regional). Related to Figure 2. 
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Figure S14. Feed crop and pasture areas where bioenergy crops for BECCS FT-diesel could 
achieve negative emissions. Replacement levels of animal products include 30% and 70%. Areas 
for bioenergy crops were optimized at the global and regional level (by country, considering only 
Europe as a whole) to maximize negative emissions, while still ensuring the supply of the remaining 
animal products. The subplots at the bottom show the difference between areas (global minus 
regional). Related to Figure 2. 
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Figure S15. Feed crop and pasture areas where bioenergy crops for BECCS hydrogen could 
achieve negative emissions. Replacement levels of animal products include 30% and 70%. Areas 
for bioenergy crops were optimized at the global and regional level (by country, considering only 
Europe as a whole) to maximize negative emissions, while still ensuring the supply of the remaining 
animal products. The subplots at the bottom show the difference between areas (global minus 
regional). Related to Figure 2. 
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Figure S16. Source-sink distance between bioenergy crops and CO2 storage sites for electricity 
production through BECCS. Negative emissions are the difference between the net carbon removal from 
BECCS and the forgone carbon stock through natural regrowth. BECCS potential is the average of 4 climate 
models and natural regrowth is the average of estimations based on 7 potential natural vegetation maps. The 
evaluation period is 2030-2100 with 20 years of ramp-up time (Figure 4a). Related to Figure 3. 
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Figure S17. Negative emissions through BECCS electricity by country and country group. Main plot shows cumulative negative emissions of countries (only Europe as a 
whole) with the highest potentials. Inset plots indicate breakdown by region and income group. The evaluation period is 2030-2100 with 20 years of ramp-up time (Figure 4a). 
Related to Figure 4. 
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Figure S18. Negative emissions through BECCS hydrogen by country and country group. Main plot shows cumulative negative emissions of countries (only Europe as a 
whole) with the highest potentials. Inset plots indicate breakdown by region and income group. The evaluation period is 2030-2100 with 20 years of ramp-up time (Figure 4a). 
Related to Figure 4. 
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Figure S19. Negative emissions through BECCS FT diesel by country and country group. Main plot shows cumulative negative emissions of countries (only Europe as a 
whole) with the highest potentials. Inset plots indicate breakdown by region and income group. The evaluation period is 2030-2100 with 20 years of ramp-up time (Figure 4a). 
Related to Figure 4. 
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Figure S20. Global carbon balance for all areas in the Replace scenario (pasture and feed cropland). 
Average (left half) and total (right half). Total carbon balance represents net negative emissions, equal to the sum 
of all flows: BECCS net carbon sequestration and plant and soil stocks. Stocks represent BECCS minus natural 
regrowth stocks (i.e., forgone sequestration). Related to Figure 6.   
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Figure S21. Global carbon balance for feed cropland in the Replace scenario. Average (left half) and total 
(right half). Total carbon balance represents net negative emissions, equal to the sum of all flows: BECCS net 
carbon sequestration and plant and soil stocks. Stocks represent BECCS minus natural regrowth stocks (i.e., 
forgone sequestration). Related to Figure 6.   
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Figure S22. Global carbon balance for all areas in the Expand scenario (natural areas, excluding areas 
with the highest conservation value). Average (left half) and total (right half). Total carbon balance represents 
net negative emissions, equal to the sum of all flows: BECCS net carbon sequestration and plant and soil stocks. 
Stocks represent BECCS minus natural regrowth stocks (i.e., forgone sequestration). Related to Figure 6.   
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Figure S23. Land-use impacts (pasture and cropland) from the consumption of animal products in 
different regions. The left side represents the production and the right side the consumption. RoW stands for 
Rest of the World. Related to Discussion. 
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Figure S24. Soil organic carbon (SOC) loss profile. Related to experimental procedures. Figure modified from 
reference.1 
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Supplemental tables 
 
Table S1. Overview of source-sink match potentials in main regions. Results represent electricity production 
for the Replace scenario. Source is the CO2 that could be captured from domestic bioenergy crops. Sink is the 
storage potential of sedimentary basins. Stored and Not stored represent estimated potentials when only 
domestic storage is allowed. Related to Figure 3 and Figure S16. 

Code Region Source Sink Sink/Source Not stored Stored 

  [MtCO2] [MtCO2] [-] [MtCO2] [MtCO2] 
BRA Brazil  177,206   231,260   1.3   -    177,206  
USA United States of America  157,660   446,215   2.8   -    157,660  
EU Europe  124,961   210,326   1.7   -    124,961  
CHN China  96,923   264,318   2.7   -    96,923  
RUS Russian Federation  76,188   929,854   12.2   -    76,188  
ARG Argentina  60,266   42,126   0.7   18,140   42,126  
MOZ Mozambique  38,226   93,385   2.4   -    38,226  
AGO Angola  33,685   48,396   1.4   -    33,685  
IDN Indonesia  31,730   121,147   3.8   -    31,730  
MEX Mexico  28,580   148,846   5.2   -    28,580  
COL Colombia  51,344   27,494   0.5   23,851   27,494  
VEN Venezuela  24,575   42,023   1.7   -    24,575  
AUS Australia  23,741   371,223   15.6   -    23,741  
NGA Nigeria  22,775   48,129   2.1   -    22,775  
PRY Paraguay  25,914   17,751   0.7   8,163   17,751  
CAN Canada  16,446   97,576   5.9   -    16,446  
BOL Bolivia  16,036   16,183   1.0   -    16,036  
IND India  15,523   49,767   3.2   -    15,523  
KAZ Kazakhstan  10,328   214,785   20.8   -    10,328  
PER Peru  9,444   50,034   5.3   -    9,444  
ECU Ecuador  7,247   12,896   1.8   -    7,247  
COG Congo  13,067   6,675   0.5   6,392   6,675  
GAB Gabon  6,398   35,431   5.5   -    6,398  
ZAF South Africa  6,075   52,904   8.7   -    6,075  
URY Uruguay  15,079   5,587   0.4   9,492   5,587  
PHL Philippines  6,148   5,510   0.9   638   5,510  
SDN Sudan  6,665   5,465   0.8   1,200   5,465  
NZL New Zealand  10,100   4,988   0.5   5,112   4,988  
TZA Tanzania  17,788   4,012   0.2   13,776   4,012  
THA Thailand  3,404   17,280   5.1   -    3,404  
GHA Ghana  9,694   3,153   0.3   6,541   3,153  
GIN Guinea  7,608   2,694   0.4   4,914   2,694  
COD DR Congo  24,921   2,683   0.1   22,238   2,683  
CHL Chile  2,494   9,205   3.7   -    2,494  
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Table S2. BECCS parameters for Equations 1–7. Related to experimental procedures. 

  Value  
  Electricitya Hydrogenb,c FT diesela  
Var. Units Woody Grassy Woody Grassy Woody Grassy Description 
𝜂	 GJ/tDM 5.8 5.7 6.4 6.3 8.1 8 Biomass to e. carrier conv. Eff. 

π GJ/tDM 1.8 1.8 0 Con. Eff. penalty due to CCS 

emFert kgCO2e/tDM  55 54 55 54 55 54 Fertilizer emissions 

emSC kgCO2e/GJ 13 16 24.7 27.4 19 18 Supply chain emissionsd 

emCCS kgCO2e/GJ 11 9.9 3 Add. supply chain em. CCS 

𝜅	 - 0.9 0.9 0.52 Carbon capture efficiency 

cc tC/tDM 0.5 Biomass carbon content 

floss - 0.92 Loss factor 
 
a Most values are based on an extensive literature review, presented in detail in Table S1 from 

reference 2 
b Biomass to energy carrier conversion efficiency and carbon capture efficiency from reference 3 
c Supply chain emissions consider hydrogen production, purification, and transportation from 

reference 4 
d Supply chain emissions represent cradle-to-factory-gate for electricity and well-to-tank for 

hydrogen and FT diesel. Supply chain emissions have large technological and geographical 
variability. If biomass is sourced domestically, as we propose, estimates may be conservative. 

 
 
Table S3. Natural regrowth parameters for Equations 8, 9, and 13. SE is the standard error. Related to 
experimental procedures. 

  Vegetationa SOC 

  Slope Slope SE Type  Intercept Intcp. SE Acc. Rate 

 Biome a ar  b br [tCha-1y-1] 

1 Trop. & Subtrop. Dry Broadleaf Forests 35.927 1.658 ln -56.558 7.369 0.4c 

2 
Trop. & Subtrop. Moist Broadleaf 
Forests 2.200 0.082 linear 28.360 2.818 0.4c 

3 Temperate Broadleaf & Mixed Forests 1.662 0.093 linear -0.740 6.520 0.3d 
4 Temperate Conifer Forests 1.765 0.107 linear -5.464 6.815 0.3d 
5 Boreal Forest 23.284 3.261 ln -35.756 12.633 0.3d 
6 Trop. & Subtrop. Grass., Sav. & Shrub. 1.668 0.156 linear 0.969 6.997 0.4c 
7 Temperate Grass., Sav. & Shrub. 0.981 0.094 linear -8.530 5.749 0.3d 
8 Mediterr. Forests, Woodlands & Scrub.b 1.668 0.156 linear 0.969 6.997 0.2d 
9 Tropical & Subtropical Conifer Forestsb 1.765 0.107 linear -5.464 6.815 0.3d 

 
a Data based on reference 5, downloaded on April 20, 2021 from reference 6 
b Vegetation parameters for biomes 8 and 9 are assumed as biomes 6 and 4 
c Based on literature review 7 
d Based on literature review 8 
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Table S4. Soil organic carbon (SOC) change parameters for Equations 11 and 12. Avg as % change from 
native soil, n as number of observations, and t as time to change in years. Related to experimental procedures. 
 
Transitions to agricultural land (cropland or pasture)1 

 
Native Converted to  Native Converted to 
forest cropland pasture  grassland cropland pasture 
       
Data at 30 cm depth  Data at 30 cm depth  
Avg -29.25 -19.75  Avg -27.53 -19.96 
n 37 13  n 56 24 
       
Data at 100 cm depth  Data at 100 cm depth  
Avg -16.7 -10.4  Avg -20.25 -5.25 
n 13 5  n 35 3 
       
Transitions to bioenergy crops (woody or grassy)  
       
Native Converted to  Nat., Mng. Converted to 
forest grassy woody9  grassland grassy10 woody9 
       
Data at 30 cm depth  Data at 30 cm depth  
Avg -11.07 -13  Avg -10.90 -10 
n (calc.) 30  n (43 studies) 83 
t 1 1  t 1 1 
       
Cropland Converted to     
  grassy10 woody9     
       
Data at 30 cm depth     
Avg 25.7 18     
n (63 studies) 29     
t 6 40     
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